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Demodesk seamlessly connects with your calendar, email, CRM and more.

No downloads. Entirely cloud-based. Set up in seconds and roll out to the team with one click.

A new way to do sales meetings
We’ve solved online meeting pain with a revolutionary technology.

Demodesk lets you share a virtual screen instead of your local desktop.

It’s faster, smoother and way more collaborative than existing tools.

Online meetings at the highest security level

100% GDPR compliant

Software made in Germany and the United States

Improve sales team performance
“With Demodesk, we have a
professional sales tool for our demos
and onboardings. The scheduling
automation and Salesforce
integration saves us a ton of time
and helps streamline processes.”

“Demodesk enabled us to set up a
scalable sales process and
accelerate revenue growth.

The ability to take structured notes
and capturing all information in
Salesforce is a game changer.”

“Demodesk is the future of sales. 

The software makes new reps
instantly productive by automatically
loading the right playbook into every
meeting. And it enables sales leaders
to coach their team at scale.”

Michael Wax, CEO Forto

Hanno Renner, CEO Personio

Martin Henk, Founder Pipedrive

Schedule a demo call with our product specialists

sales@demodesk.com
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